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Abstract

Warming experiments with a uniformly insolated, non-rotating climate model with a slab ocean are conducted by increasing the

solar irradiance. As the global mean surface temperature warms from the current global mean surface temperature of 289K, the

surface temperature contrast between the warm-rising and cool-subsiding regions decreases to a small value at around 298K,

then increases with further warming. The growing surface temperature contrast is associated with reduced climate sensitivity,

mostly due to reduced strength of the greenhouse effect in the subsiding region. The clouds in the convective region are always

more reflective than those in the subsiding region and this difference increases as the climate warms, acting to reduce the surface

temperature contrast. At lower temperatures between 289K and 298K the shortwave suppression of SST contrast increases faster

than the longwave enhancement of SST contrast. At warmer temperatures between 298K and 309K the longwave enhancement

of SST contrast with warming is stronger than the shortwave suppression of SST contrast, so that the SST contrast increases.

Above 309K the greenhouse effect in the subsiding region begins to grow, the SST contrast declines and the climate sensitivity

increases. The transitions at 298K and 309K can be related to the increasing vapor pressure path with warming. The mass

circulation rate between warm and cool regions consists of shallow and deep cells. Both cells increase in strength with SST

contrast. The lower cell remains connected to the surface, while the upper cell rises to maintain a roughly constant temperature.
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Key Points:5

• The sensitivity of global climate is reduced when the SST contrast increases with6

global mean temperature.7

• The reduction in sensitivity is related to weakening of the greenhouse effect by in-8

creasing SST contrast.9

• The large-scale circulation consists of shallow and deep cells that both strengthen10

as the climate warms and the SST contrast increases.11
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Abstract12

Warming experiments with a uniformly insolated, non-rotating climate model with a slab13

ocean are conducted by increasing the solar irradiance. As the global mean surface tem-14

perature warms from the current global mean surface temperature of 289K, the surface15

temperature contrast between the warm-rising and cool-subsiding regions decreases to16

a small value at around 298K, then increases with further warming. The growing sur-17

face temperature contrast is associated with reduced climate sensitivity, mostly due to18

reduced strength of the greenhouse effect in the subsiding region. The clouds in the con-19

vective region are always more reflective than those in the subsiding region and this dif-20

ference increases as the climate warms, acting to reduce the surface temperature con-21

trast. At lower temperatures between 289K and 298K the shortwave suppression of SST22

contrast increases faster than the longwave enhancement of SST contrast. At warmer23

temperatures between 298K and 309K the longwave enhancement of SST contrast with24

warming is stronger than the shortwave suppression of SST contrast, so that the SST25

contrast increases. Above 309K the greenhouse effect in the subsiding region begins to26

grow, the SST contrast declines and the climate sensitivity increases. The transitions27

at 298K and 309K can be related to the increasing vapor pressure path with warming.28

The mass circulation rate between warm and cool regions consists of shallow and deep29

cells. Both cells increase in strength with SST contrast. The lower cell remains connected30

to the surface, while the upper cell rises to maintain a roughly constant temperature.31

Plain Language Summary32

A global model of a non-rotating Earth with an ocean that stores heat but does33

not transport it is run to energy balance with different values of globally uniform solar34

heating. Despite the global uniformity of the system, it develops regions of warm sea sur-35

face temperature where rain and rising motion occur, and cooler regions with downward,36

subsiding air motion where rainfall does not occur. These contrasts between rainy and37

dry regions look very similar to what is observed in the present-day tropics. As the cli-38

mate is changed from current tropical temperatures toward warmer temperatures, the39

warm regions warm faster, mostly because the rising regions contain more water vapor.40

In this range of global temperatures the climate of this simple model is much less sen-41

sitive to increased solar heating than outside this range. These changes in climate sen-42

sitivity are shown to arise from well-understood physical processes that are expected to43

operate in nature.44

1 Introduction45

Sea surface temperature (SST) contrast within the tropics has received increasing46

interest because of its apparent role in the pattern effect on climate sensitivity (Zhou et47

al., 2016; Andrews et al., 2018) and because the maximum tropical SST plays such an48

important role in setting the state of the tropical atmosphere, which has near global ef-49

fects (Dong et al., 2019). The interaction of the atmosphere with the tropical ocean cur-50

rents can have a large impact on the SST structure within the tropics. Climate models51

suggest that weakening of the strength of tropical overturning with warming can project52

strongly onto the east-west Walker Circulation in the tropical Pacific ocean, leading to53

variations in the strength of upwelling in the equatorial Pacific (Knutson & Manabe, 1995;54

Vecchi & Soden, 2007). A weakening of the Walker Circulation with warming might lead55

to a reduction in the SST contrast, but other arguments suggest that SST contrast as-56

sociated with tropical upwelling should increase in a warming Earth (Clement et al., 1996;57

Kohyama et al., 2017; Seager et al., 2019).58

In this study we use a slab ocean model and thus dispense with effects related to59

ocean heat transports to focus on basic thermodynamic mechanisms for controlling trop-60

ical SST contrast. These mechanisms include the differential greenhouse effect between61
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warm/moist and cool/dry regions, the cloud feedbacks in the rising and subsiding regions,62

and the movement of energy between the warm and cool regions by atmospheric trans-63

port. These mechanisms have been studied individually previously, but a global climate64

model allows the interactions among them to be studied. The enhanced greenhouse ef-65

fect in moist regions of the tropics was studied in observations and radiative transfer mod-66

eling by Inamdar & Ramanathan (1994). Pierrehumbert (1995) used a two-box model-67

ing framework to show the importance of dry regions of the tropics for stabilizing the68

greenhouse effect feedback within the tropics. Ramanathan & Collins (1991) used ob-69

servations to show that tropical ice clouds associated with convection shade the warm70

regions of the tropics and proposed that this would provide an upper limit on tropical71

SST. Increasing high cloud albedo over warm water in a warming climate would act to72

suppress warm SST values. Miller (1997) used a box model to investigate how increased73

lower tropospheric stability in a warmed tropics could increase low clouds and thereby74

reduce the sensitivity of climate. Enhanced low cloud in the subsiding region acting on75

its own would increase the SST contrast. Bony et al. (2016) argue that deep convective76

cloud fraction declines with SST due to increasing stability with decreasing pressure at77

cloud top, while Held & Soden (2006) argue that basic thermodynamic constraints re-78

quire the convective mass flux to decline in a warming climate. The average cloud top79

temperature in the convective region is predicted to remain roughly constant during cli-80

mate change (Hartmann & Larson, 2002). Becker & Wing (2020) have compared the im-81

plied climate sensitivities of a number of global climate models and cloud-resolving mod-82

els in radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) with fixed and uniform SST. They find a83

wide range of climate feedback parameters resulting mostly from differences in low cloud84

feedbacks and the development of dry, subsiding regions that change the longwave feed-85

back.86

Studying the interactions among the thermodynamic mechanisms described above87

requires a model that can produce a state-of-the-art simulation of the interaction between88

large-scale circulation and the radiative processes associated with low boundary layer89

clouds in the subsiding region and deep convective clouds in the region of rising motion.90

Convection-permitting models with horizontal resolution of the order of 1 km can op-91

erate without the use of a convection parameterization, but this resolution may not be92

sufficient to simulate the eddies that are critical for boundary layer clouds or anvil ice93

clouds. These models are generally not tuned to current observations, as global climate94

models are, and they are not converged, in the sense that different models produce a range95

of behaviors on key metrics that are as wide as those of of global climate models (Wing96

et al., 2020). Finally, to simulate the interaction of convection with large-scale circula-97

tion in a convection-permitting model requires a substantial investment in computational98

resources. For these reasons we believe it is useful to investigate these interactions with99

a global climate model with horizontal resolution of the order of 100km, since these mod-100

els have been validated against observations and are much more computationally effi-101

cient, even though some of the critical physical processes are represented with imper-102

fect parameterizations. To focus more specifically on the processes operating within the103

tropics, we make the insolation uniform and set the rotation to zero. The simulations104

are thus a radiative convective equilibrium (RCE) calculation in a model in which SST105

can respond at large scale.106

The tropical atmosphere exhibits regions of consistently active deep convection, where107

the SST is generally higher and the free troposphere is more humid, and regions where108

deep convection is rare, the air is dry, and the SST is slightly lower. The tropical ocean109

has large regions where the SST is high and relatively uniform, especially in the west-110

ern Pacific and Indian Ocean regions. Much of the deep tropical convection occurs in this111

‘warm pool’ region. The horizontal energy exchanges between the warm pool and other112

regions of the tropics are generally small (∼ 35 Wm−2) compared to the vertical ex-113

changes of energy between the surface, the atmosphere and space (∼ 300 Wm−2), so114
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radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) is a useful approximate model of the tropical and115

even the global climate (Manabe & Wetherald, 1967).116

RCE has been studied with one-dimensional models, with limited-domain cloud-117

resolving models and with global general circulation models (GCM). High-resolution mod-118

els in a limited domain can be a means of studying the detailed physics of tropical con-119

vection and have revealed the tendency of convection to aggregate within a portion of120

a sufficiently large model domain (Bretherton et al., 2005; Cronin & Wing, 2017; Held121

et al., 1993; Tompkins, 2001a). RCE simulations have also been done with models in which122

the convection is parameterized (Held et al., 2007; Larson & Hartmann, 2003b,a; Arnold123

& Putman, 2018). Investigating RCE in climate models with parameterized convection124

is done with several goals in mind (e.g. Wing et al. (2018)). One goal is to better un-125

derstand how the parameterizations within the models perform in such simulations (Reed126

et al., 2021). In addition, more fundamental understanding of how the climate system127

works might be gained if it can be shown that the behaviors of interest result from fun-128

damental physical constraints that are not too dependent on the details of the param-129

eterizations used in the models. It is this second goal that we pursue in this study.130

Simulations of RCE with global climate models (GCM) can be performed with fixed131

sea surface temperatures (SST) (Coppin & Bony, 2015; Held et al., 2007; Retsch et al.,132

2019) or with a slab ocean, for which the SST interacts with atmospheric processes (Popke133

et al., 2013; Reed et al., 2015). In these simulations the convection aggregates in a por-134

tion of the model domain in a fashion similar to cloud-resolving models. The self-aggregation135

process seems to be associated with a preference for convection to be located in regions136

that have already been moistened by convection, where radiative and microphysical in-137

teractions will favor further convection (Bretherton et al., 2005; Tompkins, 2001b; Wing138

& Emanuel, 2014).139

The radiative effect of water vapor and cloud variations can lead spontaneously to140

organized regions of upward and downward motion connected by a large-scale circula-141

tion (Nilsson & Emanuel, 1999; Raymond, 2000; Coppin & Bony, 2015; Arnold & Put-142

man, 2018). In the absence of rotation, gravity waves can quickly spread the effect of143

convective heating over a large area to make stability differences between convective and144

non-convective regions small (Bretherton & Smolarkiewicz, 1989), but the relative size145

of the moist upward and dry downward regions in equilibrium depends on energetic con-146

straints (Held & Soden, 2006). Emanuel et al. (2014) developed a theory of an instabil-147

ity that causes a region of uniform SST to separate into subsiding dry regions and ris-148

ing regions with moist convection. The primary mechanism of this instability is the ra-149

diative effect of the contrast between moist boundary layer and dry upper tropospheric150

air.151

When an SST gradient is imposed, a large-scale circulation flows from warm to cold152

regions (Raymond, 1994). The circulation that develops is strongly influenced by radia-153

tive interations (Grabowski et al., 2000) and may include multiple cells (Yano, Grabowski,154

& Moncrieff, 2002; Yano, Moncrieff, & Grabowski, 2002). Convective self aggregation155

can cause the scale and shape of the organized circulations to differ from that of the un-156

derlying SST (Müller & Hohenegger, 2020).157

In a model with an interactive slab ocean, the ocean tends to be warm under the158

enhanced water vapor and cool elsewhere. This convection-SST interaction results in the159

organization becoming stronger and taking larger spatial and temporal scales. One par-160

ticular case of interest is a “Tropical-World” (TW) simulation in which the planet does161

not rotate and the insolation is globally uniform. When done with a slab ocean model,162

these simulations typically develop large-scale persistent regions where SST is high and163

convection is common, and regions where SST is lower and convection is unlikely, much164

like the observed tropics (Popke et al., 2013; Reed et al., 2015). These simulations typ-165

ically also have a limit cycle in which the SST contrast and the degree of aggregation166
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oscillate at periods that depend on the mean SST and the depth of the mixed layer (Cop-167

pin & Bony, 2017). Coppin & Bony (2018) studied the interaction between SST gradi-168

ents and convective aggregation in the LMDZ5A GCM in TW configuration. Their work169

emphasizes the role of aggregation and SST contrast in cooling the climate. They find170

that aggregation cools the climate compared to a non-aggregated state, but that once171

aggregated, interactions between the SST gradients and clouds increase the sensitivity172

of the climate to CO2 increases. They attribute this to enhanced positive low cloud feed-173

backs.174

In this study we will consider TW simulations with the GFDL AM2.1 model with175

a slab ocean. We will focus primarily on the processes that determine the SST contrast176

in the equilibrated climate of the model, and the effect of SST contrast on climate sen-177

sitivity. In particular, we wish to better understand the mechanisms whereby the SST,178

atmospheric circulation, evaporation and clouds interactively self-regulate. We will ar-179

gue that these mechanisms are relevant to the observed tropical climate. The advantage180

of using a global slab ocean model for these simulations is that the SST, clouds and large-181

scale circulation can fully interact, albeit without the effects of ocean currents and land-182

sea contrasts.183

We find that SST contrast affects equilibrium climate sensitivity primarily through184

the greenhouse effect. In contrast to the results of Coppin & Bony (2018), low clouds185

play a more passive role in the determination of global sensitivity for the GCM we use186

here when global mean SST is similar to the current tropics. SST contrast grows in the187

range of SST from 298K to 309K and this results in a reduction of climate sensitivity188

in this range, which is mostly related to the effect of SST contrast on the globally-integrated189

greenhouse effect feedback. The transition to lower sensitivity above 298K is related to190

the growing strength of the greenhouse effect, which grows at different rates in the warm191

and cold regions, especially for warmer climates. For mean SST values between 298K192

and 309K the global mean SST is about 25 percent as sensitive to insolation changes as193

it is for colder or warmer mean SSTs. This decreased sensitivity arises because the mean194

temperature of the atmosphere increases faster than the mean temperature of the sur-195

face in this range of temperatures, and most of Earth’s emission arises from the atmo-196

sphere.197

The transition to higher sensitivity above 309K is related to the increasing strength198

of the greenhouse effect in the cool region as the integrated water vapor pressure becomes199

high and the efficiency of the cold region ’radiator fin’ declines. The transition to higher200

climate model sensitivities above about 310K has been noted by previous authors (Mer-201

aner et al., 2013; Russell et al., 2013), but the transition to lower sensitivity around 298K202

has not been previously described. Below 298K the greenhouse effect contrast between203

regions of upward and downward motion is not strong enough to overcome the higher204

cloud albedo in the region of upward motion so that the SST contrast declines with in-205

creasing temperature. Above 298K the greenhouse effect contrast grows faster than the206

albedo contrast so that the SST contrast increases with warming. When the SST exceeds207

309K the climate becomes more sensitive because the greenhouse effect feedback in the208

subsiding region becomes more strongly positive and the SST contrast declines. The short-209

wave cloud effect feedback acts to reduce the SST contrast at all SSTs tested, and cloud210

albedo contrast continues to strengthen above 310K and helps to reduce the SST con-211

trast at the warmest temperatures.212

Another feature of the simulations is the mass circulation that connects the warm213

and cold SST regions. At cold temperatures a single cell exists, but at higher temper-214

atures it separates into deep and shallow circulations. The shallow circulation is asso-215

ciated with radiative cooling in the lower troposphere of the subsiding region, and the216

upper cell is associated with radiative cooling in the upper troposphere. The mass cir-217

culation in both these cells increases with global mean SST up to about 309K, beyond218

which they decline with the decreasing SST contrast. The mass circulations increase with219
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global mean SST despite the increasing dry static stability with warming. This is be-220

cause the cooling rates in the downward region increase and the fraction of the domain221

that is occupied by subsidence increases with warming. SST gradients, static stability222

and diabatic heating thus interact in determining the strength and structure of these cir-223

culations.224

The model and experiments are described in Section 2. The model climate is com-225

pared to observations of Earth’s tropics in Section 3. Section 4 shows how the mean prop-226

erties of the climate vary with global mean SST and diagnoses how SST contrasts are227

maintained and how this relates to the model’s climate sensitivity. Section 6 uses the cooling-228

to-space approximation to provide an explanation for the transitions between low and229

high climate sensitivity at particular global mean SST values. Section 7 introduces SST-230

area coordinate representations of the spatial structure of large-scale circulation, rela-231

tive humidity and clouds, and the diabatic processes that drive the circulation. A brief232

discussion of the low cloud response to warming is given in Section 8, and conclusions233

are summarized in section 9.234

2 Model and Experimental Description235

The model used is GFDL’s CM2.1 Global Coupled Climate Model with a slab ocean236

model (Anderson et al., 2004; Delworth et al., 2006). The rotation rate is set to zero and237

the insolation is globally uniform. CO2 is set to 324 ppm and CH4 to 1650 ppb. Ozone238

is fixed to the observed tropical mean profile as a function of pressure. A horizontal spa-239

tial resolution of 2◦latitude by 2.5◦longitude, 32 vertical levels, and a time step of 900240

seconds were used for the control experiments. The vertical spacing is less than 25hPa241

in the boundary layer, and is nearly identical to the 24-level CM2.1 vertical resolution242

used for CMIP5. An additional 8 levels have been added in the upper troposphere and243

stratosphere to better represent the extreme warming simulations included here. Exper-244

iments were also conducted with 64 vertical levels, and with 24 vertical levels and increased245

horizontal resolution. While increased resolution changes the mean SST, the basic con-246

clusions about the responses to warming we reach here are not affected. The 64-level sim-247

ulations produce the same dependence of mass circulation on mean SST as the 32-level248

simulations, and a similar transition to higher sensitivity and lower SST contrast around249

310K, for example. It is very likely that some model behavior is sensitive to the details250

of the cloud and convection parameterizations, so our conclusions should be tested with251

other climate models and cloud-resolving models, but that is beyond the scope of the252

present work.253

A set of eleven basic experiments were completed using a 50-meter slab ocean depth254

and incoming solar irradiance corresponding to the annual and diurnal averages at lat-255

itudes of 26◦, 28◦, 30◦, 33◦, 36◦, 38◦, 40◦, 42◦, 43◦, 44◦and 45◦: giving four hot climates,256

three with SST similar to the current Tropics and four cooler climates culminating in257

one with a surface temperature similar to current global average of 289K (Table 1). Each258

experiment was run long enough to produce 40 years of stable climate for analysis af-259

ter an initial spin up period that depends on the mixed-layer depth and starting climate.260

These experiments are denoted by their approximate global mean SST. For example, the261

control experiment with an insolation of 342 Wm2 and SST of 302.1K is called “C302”.262

If the slab ocean is reduced to 12-meter depth the model has more high frequency vari-263

ability, but the basic features emphasized here are present. We have also done some ex-264

periments to test how the model behavior is different if it is forced with CO2 increases265

rather than insolation increases. Some modest differences appear, but the equilibrated266

climates discussed here are mostly controlled by hydrologic feedbacks that depend more267

on the mean temperature change than on the means by which that temperature change268

is forced (see Supplementary Material).269
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Figure 1. Comparison of a) Temperature, b) Relative humidity and c) vertical motion profiles

versus pressure (hPa) in regions of upward and downward motion for the average of monthly

mean fields from ERA-Interim Reanalysis in the region within 22.5S to 22.5N and 90E to 270E,

and the global average of monthly means for the C302 experiment, which has a global mean SST

closest to the observed tropics.

3 Comparison to Observed Tropics270

In this section we explore how accurately TW emulates the observed Tropics for271

cases with similar SST to the current tropics, e.g. C302. Despite their simplifications,272

TW simulations have some basic characteristics in common with the observed tropics,273

so that, apart from the effect of ocean currents, we can argue they are a plausible ana-274

log to the observed tropics for our purposes. In particular, the vertical structure of tem-275

perature, relative humidity and mean vertical motion are important for what we want276

to investigate, and those very closely resemble the observed tropics.277

To compare the model output to observations we use monthly SST data from NOAA278

OI interpolated data (Reynolds et al., 2007), radiation budget observations from CERES279

EBAF version 4 (Loeb et al., 2018). Atmospheric data and surface turbulent fluxes are280

from the ERA-Interim product (Dee et al., 2011). The period of overlap used is from March281

2000 until October of 2018. Figure 1a shows that the temperature profile in the TW sim-282

ulation is similar to that in the real tropics. The inversion in the subsiding region is stronger283

and closer to the surface in the model compared to observations, but the air tempera-284

ture contrast in the boundary layer is smaller. The tropopause is warmer in the model,285

probably because the model does not have a Brewer-Dobson circulation in the strato-286

sphere (Birner, 2010). The relative humidity in both the model and the observations is287

determined by transitioning linearly from relative humidity above water to relative hu-288

midity above ice in the temperature range from 0 to -20◦C. The relative humidity dis-289
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Figure 2. Area fraction occupied by SST values, Cloud Radiative Effects (CRE), heating

of the atmosphere by turbulent fluxes of latent and sensible heat at the surface (LE+SH), and

vertically integrated export of energy by atmospheric motions (GMS). Turbulent fluxes and at-

mospheric export are plotted as anomalies from the area average over all SST values. a) CRE

from CERES and energy fluxes ERA-Interim reanalysis for the region from the ocean regions

between 22S-22N, b) the same quantities from the model run C302, which has a mean SST close

to the observed Tropics of Earth.

tribution is similar to observations in the upward and downward regions to within 10%.290

The lower humidity at the tropopause in the upward region may again have to do with291

the absence of a Brewer-Dobson Circulation.292

The vertical velocity structures in the upward and downward regions also agree with293

observations. The vertical velocity increases rapidly away from the surface, stays rela-294

tively constant and then decreases rapidly above 300hPa. Later we will show that this295

structure is associated with a two-cell structure of the mass circulation. The shallow cell296

is associated with the lower boundary and the deeper cell is associated with the radia-297

tive cooling of the upper troposphere. Vertical motion is similar to observations in the298

upward and downward regions, indicating that the fraction of area that is subdsiding is299

also similar to the observed tropics.300

Figure 2 shows that the model has a similar negatively-skewed SST distribution301

as the real tropics, although the negative tail is not as long, likely because of upwelling302

regions within the tropical oceans. The longwave and shortwave cloud radiative effects303

(LWCRE and SWCRE) increase toward the warmest SST, but their sum, the net cloud304

radiative effect (NCRE) is much weaker and does not vary much within the warm pool.305

Over the warmest water the net cloud radiative effect is small, negative and almost in-306

dependent of SST, although more negative than in the observations. The cloud radia-307

tive effects do not become smaller at the highest SST values as in the observations. This308

is likely because in observations the highest SST regions tend to occur where cloud and309

precipitation are consistently suppressed by large-scale circulations associated with fixed310

geographical features such as land and sea distributions (Waliser & Graham, 1993). Those311

fixed constraints do not exist in TW, where high SST regions quickly attract convection312

and clouds, which cool the surface and suppress the positive tail of the SST distribution.313

Also shown on Figure 2 are the cooling of the surface by turbulent fluxes of latent314

(LE) and sensible (SH) heat and the net export of energy in the atmosphere (GMS). The315

turbulent cooling of the surface declines toward the maximum SST values, while the at-316

mospheric energy export peaks at the warmest temperatures. The observed tropical at-317

mosphere exports about 35 Wm−2 to the extratropics but the net atmospheric export318
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of energy in TW is zero. The mean export of energy (GMS) from the regions of upward319

motion in TW is about 20 Wm−2 and declines for the warmest climates (Table 1).320

Case SST Insol Tdif Pcp SF RH OLR Alb RHR GMS Tup-Tdn

C289 288.7 307.2 6.1 2.8 0.58 48.9 234.7 0.24 -0.76 18.4 1.5

C295 294.8 315.2 3.3 3.1 0.61 50.3 244.2 0.22 -0.79 25.2 0.3

C297 297.3 319.1 2.4 3.3 0.60 50.2 250.0 0.22 -0.82 21.8 0.1

C298 298.0 322.9 3.0 3.4 0.61 47.1 252.8 0.22 -0.85 22.9 0.2

C300 299.7 332.8 5.0 3.7 0.61 47.3 258.4 0.22 -0.92 23.2 0.9

C302 302.1 342.4 7.0 4.2 0.63 46.9 267.0 0.22 -1.03 24.2 1.8

C304 303.6 349.3 8.0 4.5 0.65 45.9 271.5 0.22 -1.10 22.3 2.5

C307 306.8 364.4 9.8 5.1 0.67 44.6 284.7 0.22 -1.28 14.0 3.7

C309 309.2 376.3 11.2 5.6 0.67 43.6 295.1 0.22 -1.42 11.2 4.6

C313 313.2 383.6 8.8 6.1 0.68 43.0 306.7 0.21 -1.56 8.9 3.1

C319 319.0 390.5 6.4 6.4 0.75 43.0 317.8 0.19 -1.71 -1.2 1.6

Table 1. Temperatures are in Kelvin, insolation is in Wm−2, precipitation (Pcp) is in mm

day−1, SF is subsiding fraction, RH is relative humidity in percent averaged over mass, RHR is

radiative heating rate in Kday−1, averaged over mass, GMS is the atmospheric transport from

the region of upward motion in Wm−2.

4 Mean Properties versus SST321

In this section we describe the response of various global mean properties to global322

mean SST. Table 1 shows some climatological mean values for the eleven cases. The global323

albedo remains constant at about 22% for global mean SST between 295K and 309K,324

then declines for warmer SST values. Relative humidity declines slowly with warming,325

while subsiding fraction increases. Subsiding fraction is determined from the monthly-326

and mass-averaged pressure velocity.327

Figure 3a shows insolation as a function of SST. From this we can infer that the328

climate of TW is less sensitive by a factor of 4 between surface temperatures of 298K329

and 309K than it is for temperatures outside this range. These changes in sensitivity are330

related to changes in Tdif, the SST difference of the top 20% by area of SST values from331

the bottom 20% of SST values, as well as the difference between the SST in regions where332

the mass-averaged velocity is upward and downward (Figure 3b). The decreased sensi-333

tivity aligns with increases in Tdif with mean SST.334

The model sensitivity can be calculated from the values in Table 1 by taking the335

ratio of the mean SST change to the forcing for the C309 and C302 cases. Since the albedo336

remains constant at 22%, we can compute the forcing as the change in insolation mul-337

tiplied by 0.78, the fraction of that change in insolation that is absorbed, giving a forc-338

ing of 26.45Wm−2. The global mean SST change is 7.1K, so that the sensitivity param-339

eter is 7.1K/(26.45Wm−2) = 0.27 K/(Wm−2), which means it takes almost 4Wm−2 of340

forcing to warm the SST by 1K in the range where SST contrast is increasing. The sen-341

sitivity estimated from the difference between C295 and C298 is 1 K/(Wm−2), about342

a factor of 4 larger. Since the albedo is relatively constant in this range, it cannot be short-343

wave cloud feedbacks or their response to SST contrast that explain the changed sen-344

sitivity. We next explore what processes explain the increase in SST contrast and how345

this is related the reduced climate sensitivity.346
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Figure 3. a) Insolation as a function of SST, b) SST contrast as a function of mean SST, Tdif

is the difference between the warmest and coldest 20% of SST values, Tup-Tdown is the SST

difference between regions of upward and downward motion. The standard deviation with time of

the monthly mean Tdif is also shown.

4.1 Diagnosis of SST contrast changes347

To explore SST contrast we need first to consider the basic budgets of the top-of-
atmosphere (TOA), atmosphere (ATM) and surface (SFC). The relevant balance for the
TOA is,

ĖTOA = RTOA −GMS (1)

where ĖTOA represents the storage of energy, RTOA = Rnet is the net radiation input
at TOA and GMS is the ’Gross Moist Stability’, the total export of energy from a col-
umn by atmospheric motions, all in units of Wm−2. For the atmosphere, the balance
is,

ĖATM = RATM −GMS + (LE + SH) ≈ 0 (2)

where LE+SH is the sum of the upward turbulent fluxes of latent and sensible energy
at the surface, and RATM is the mass-integrated radiative heating of the atmosphere,
which is always negative. At the surface the balance is,

ĖSFC = RSFC − (LE + SH) (3)

An important constraint on the system is that ĖTOA ≈ ĖSFC .348

4.2 Energetics of SST Contrast349

The contrasts in the terms in the energy balance between regions of upward and350

downward motion are an indicator of the factors determining the SST contrast. As a mea-351

sure how the differences in SST between the upward and downward regions are main-352

tained we consider the differences in the TOA and SFC balances between the upward353

and downward regions, which are shown in Figure 4. The net balance at TOA is TOA.Bal =354

ĖTOA, indicated by the black stars in Figure 4. The radiation term is divided into so-355

lar and terrestrial components. It is reasonable to expect the cloud albedo in regions of356

upward motion to be larger than the cloud albedo in downward regions. For this rea-357

son solar radiation always acts to decrease the SST contrast, and this influence increases358

with SST. At temperatures below 298K this shortwave influence dominates and the SST359

contrast declines as the difference in net radiation declines until the SST contrast be-360

tween regions of upward and downward motion is near zero. We see in Figure 4a that361

the TOA net radiation contrast grows with increasing SST between 298K and 309K be-362

cause the OLR contrast effect on SST difference becomes more positive faster than the363
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Figure 4. Difference in energy balance components between the upward and downward re-

gions for a) TOA and b) SFC (left axis). Right axis shows the SST difference of upward minus

downward regions.

absorbed shortwave contrast effect becomes more negative. This confirms that it is the364

greater increase of the greenhouse effect over the warm pool that causes the SST differ-365

ence to increase in this range. Beyond 309K the OLR contrast declines while the short-366

wave contrast acts more strongly to decrease the SST contrast.367

At the surface (Figure 4b) the increase of SST contrast between 298K and 309K368

is marked by an increase in the contrast of the turbulent fluxes, which are dominated369

by the latent cooling of the surface, which increases more over the subsiding region with370

warming than over the rising region. Weaker evaporation over the warm regions is a fea-371

ture of the observed tropics that is reproduced by the model (Figure 2). Because of (3)372

the surface turbulent fluxes are strongly constrained by the surface radiation balance,373

which is largely determined by the shortwave effect of clouds in the atmosphere.374

Because we have sorted by the vertical velocity, the balance indicated by the stars375

in Figure 4 tends to be negative, always acting to decrease the SST contrast between up-376

ward and downward regions. The vertical velocity, convective clouds and net atmospheric377

export of energy respond to the SST contrast such that where the vertical velocity is strongly378

upward, the SST is being suppressed. The region of warm SST attracts convection which379

then acts to suppress the warmest SST.380

Figure 5a shows that the net cloud radiative effect (NCRE) also exhibits distinct381

kinks near 298K and 309K, particularly in the subsiding region. Between 298K and 309K382

the NCRE becomes more negative with increasing SST, but the difference between the383

NCRE in the upward and downward regions changes by only about 10 Wm−2 in this384

range, much less than the change in the GHE difference and in the wrong direction to385

explain the growth in SST contrast, with the NCRE in the rising motion becoming more386

negative faster than the NCRE in the downward region as the climate warms. Beyond387

309K the NCRE in the downward region becomes more positive as the low cloud frac-388

tion and associated albedo decline with warming there. We will show later that at these389

high temperatures the radiative cooling of the boundary layer becomes less efficient due390

to the increasing vapor pressure path, and radiative cooling of the lower atmosphere is391

a prime driver of low clouds over the ocean. Entrainment drying and other mechanisms392

may also suppress low clouds at high temperatures (Bretherton, 2015).393

Figure 5b shows the shortwave cloud radiative effect (SWCRE) normed by the in-394

solation, so that it represents the opposite of the albedo enhancement due to clouds. In395

the subsiding region the cloud reflection shows a small decrease near the point where the396
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Figure 5. a) Net cloud radiative effect (NCRE) for upward, downward and global regions

and b) shortwave cloud radiative effect (SWCRE) normalized by insolation and functions of SST.

Black stars indicate the difference between upward and downward regions.

Figure 6. Variance-weighted spherical wavenumber (left scale) and globally averaged local

standard deviation of SST (right scale).

SST contrast is minimum, and another decrease at temperatures above 309K. Between397

300K and 309K the cloud abedo enhancement in the subsiding region remains fairly con-398

stant. The cloud albedo enhancement is stronger in the rising region and increases fairly399

steadily with increasing SST, apart from some slight albedo reductions near 298K and400

309K. The black stars in Figure 5b show that the cloud albedo is always larger in the401

region of rising motion, and this difference generally increases with temperature. The402

cloud albedo contrast thus always acts to decrease the SST contrast, and more strongly403

with increasing SST between 298K and 309K where the SST contrast is increasing with404

SST.405

4.3 Spatial Scale of SST Variations406

The spatial scale of the SST patterns is near global. Figure 6 shows the variance-407

weighted spherical harmonic wavenumber and globally-averaged local standard devia-408

tion of monthly SST as functions of SST for the eleven cases. The global mean is first409

removed from each month before the spatial variance is computed. A spherical harmonic410
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expansion is performed of each month’s global SST pattern. The squared real amplitude411

of each spherical harmonic amplitude is then multiplied by the spherical harmonic wavenum-412

ber, integrated over all spherical harmonics and divided by the total variance to form413

a variance weighted characteristic wavenumber averaged over the final 480 months of in-414

tegration. When the SST contrast is large the average spherical harmonic wavenumber415

is close to 1 meaning that the dominant structure of the SST distribution is nearly as416

large as it can be, with a positive anomaly in one hemisphere and a negative anomaly417

in the other. When the SST contrast goes through a minimum around 298K the spher-418

ical harmonic wavenumber becomes larger, indicating smaller scales accompany the lower419

variance.420

4.4 Summary of SST Contrast Maintenance421

To summarize this section, we note that the cloud albedo contrast between upward422

and downward regions acts to reduce the SST contrast and this effect increases in mag-423

nitude with increasing mean SST. The decrease in SST contrast between 289K and 298K424

occurs because the negative cloud albedo effect on SST contrast increases faster with SST425

than the OLR contrast. In this low-temperature regime the effect of moisture contrast426

on OLR contrast is relatively weak. Between 298K and 309K the OLR contrast between427

the warm-upward and cool-downward regions grows faster than the albedo contrast with428

increasing SST and the SST contrast increases. Within this regime, the ’radiator fin’ mech-429

anism of Pierrehumbert (1995) is more important for global sensitivity than the cloud430

albedo mechanisms of Miller (1997) for low clouds and Ramanathan & Collins (1991)431

for high clouds. At temperatures warmer than 309 K the OLR contrast weakens and with432

it the SST contrast, since the cloud albedo effect in decreasing SST contrast continues433

to increase with global warming. When the SST contrast is large, its spatial scale is global,434

most often with just one cold and one warm center.435

In the next section we will elaborate further on how the suppression of the green-436

house effect in the subsiding region contributes to both the increase in SST contrast and437

the stabilization of the climate in the range between 298K and 309K. Beyond 309K the438

greenhouse effect in the subsiding region begins to strengthen because of the increasing439

infrared opacity of even the dry subsiding region, and this both makes the SST differ-440

ence decline and the climate sensitivity increase.441

5 Greenhouse Effect and SST Contrast442

The primary reason for the low sensitivity of the model is the strong sensitivity of443

the OLR to surface temperature of about 4 Wm−2K−1 between 298K and 309K. Con-444

sistently with the more efficient atmospheric longwave cooling, the hydrological sensi-445

tivity of 4%K−1 is also large compared to typical global models (Pendergrass & Hart-446

mann, 2014).447

A key to understanding the insensitivity of the model is thus to consider the long-
wave greenhouse effect (GHE) changes. The GHE is defined here to be the difference be-
tween the longwave emission from the surface and the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
(Inamdar & Ramanathan, 1994).

GHE = σT 4
s −OLR (4)

Here σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Ts is the surface temperature. Figure 7a448

shows the GHE in the upward and downward regions for clear and average conditions.449

Between mean SSTs of 298K and 309K the greenhouse effect in the subsiding region re-450

mains roughly constant, meaning that the OLR increases at about the same rate as the451

surface emission. This is a reflection of the stabilizing effect of the dry ’radiator fins’ as452

described by Pierrehumbert (1995), but also of the effect of SST contrast under a trop-453

ical atmosphere. The subsiding region atmospheric temperatures increase at the same454
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Figure 7. a) Greenhouse effect in upward and downward regions for all-sky and clear-sky

conditions, b) OLR and atmospheric cooling rate contribution to OLR from FA and F0 in the

upward and downward regions as a function of global mean SST. F0 is the difference between

OLR and FA, as indicated by the arrows.

rate as the rising region temperatures, but the relative humidity is lower and high clouds455

are largely absent, so that the emission to space increases rapidly with global surface tem-456

perature. Because the surface temperature in the upward region controls the atmospheric457

temperature and increases faster than the mean surface temperature, the mean rate of458

change of OLR with mean SST is large. This mechanism works better at warm temper-459

atures, where most of the OLR is coming from the atmosphere and not the surface, but460

at high temperatures it breaks down when the water vapor path in the subsiding becomes461

sufficiently large.462

The greenhouse effect is also the primary driver of the growth in SST contrast with463

warming. The greenhouse effect grows by 50Wm−2 in the upward region, but hardly at464

all in the downward region between 298K and 309K (Figure 7a). At temperatures lower465

than 298K the GHE increases at about the same rate in the upward and downward re-466

gions, but between 298K and 309K the GHE increases much faster in the upward region.467

These changes are dominated by clear-sky radiative processes. In the upward region the468

difference between the clear-sky and all-sky GHE is almost independent of SST. This re-469

sults from the fact that the emission temperature of water vapor and the emission tem-470

perature of clouds are both nearly fixed by clear-sky radiative processes and the asso-471

ciated control of cloud top temperature (Hartmann & Larson, 2002; Hartmann et al.,472

2019). Thus cloud longwave effects do not play a definitive role in the increase in SST473

contrast with warming, which is mostly a clear-sky radiative effect.474

To understand how the greenhouse effect changes with mean temperature, it is help-
ful to decompose the OLR into contributions from net surface loss and atmospheric cool-
ing. Start with the equation for the longwave cooling rate of the atmosphere as a func-
tion of the net longwave flux in the upward direction, F , where cp is specific heat at con-
stant pressure, ρAir is air density and z is altitude.

dT

dt

∣∣∣∣
LW

= − 1

ρAir cp

dF

dz
(5)
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Integrating this equation through the mass of the atmosphere after using the hydrostatic
relationship we obtain,

OLR = F (ps) −
∫ ps

0

cp
dT

dt

∣∣∣∣
LW

dp

g
(6)

= F0 + FA (7)

The OLR thus consists of two terms; the net longwave flux upward at the surface (F0),475

plus the mass integral of the longwave radiative cooling rate (FA). Figure 7b shows the476

OLR and the contribution to the OLR from the atmospheric cooling rate, FA , for the477

upward and downward regions. The difference between OLR and FA is the surface con-478

tribution F0. In the region of rising motion, because the relative humidity is so high and479

clouds are present, the OLR does not increase very much in the range of temperatures480

between 298K and 309K. This is mostly because the net longwave loss at the surface is481

declining rapidly, primarily as a result of increased water vapor continuum absorption482

in the window region (e.g. Hartmann (2016), Fig. 10.10 and Koll & Cronin (2018)). The483

atmospheric cooling rate increases almost linearly with temperature across the entire range484

of SST values. The atmospheric temperature where emission occurs stays about the same,485

as it is tied closely to water vapor, but as the surface warms the emission temperature486

moves to a lower pressure where it can more easily be transmitted to space so that the487

cooling rate increases (Hartmann et al., 2021) .488

Figure 7b shows that in the region of subsiding motion the cooling rate of the at-489

mosphere, FA, increases more rapidly than in the region of upward motion, again prin-490

cipally because of the relative humidity distribution, but also because the air temper-491

ature is linked very closely to that in the region of rising motion, where it approximates492

a moist adiabat tied to the near-surface temperature. The net surface radiation loss de-493

creases with increasing SST, but the emission from the atmosphere increases sufficiently494

fast to overcome this effect so that OLR increases at the same rate as the surface emis-495

sion. The insensitivity of the clear-sky greenhouse effect in the subsiding region to mean496

warming depends strongly on the SST contrast, since the atmospheric emission temper-497

ature in the subsiding region is tied to the warmer SST in the rising region. Motions quickly498

respond to redistribute mass to decrease pressure gradients. This dynamic balance may499

also explain why the air temperature above the boundary layer in the subsiding region500

is slightly warmer than the air temperature in the rising region, when the air temper-501

ature below the inversion is colder in the subsiding region (Fig. 1a). Above mean SST502

of 309K, the surface longwave loss, F0, reaches a limiting value and the OLR must fol-503

low the linearly increasing FA. This increases the local climate stability in the warm re-504

gion. In the subsiding region the OLR stops increasing above 309K because the surface505

longwave loss declines, but also because the atmospheric cooling rate begins increasing506

much more slowly with increasing SST.507

6 Cooling-to-Space Interpretation508

In this section we use to cooling-to-space approximation to provide a physical ex-
planation for the transitions in the behavior of the model at 298K and 309K. The cooling-
to-space approximation is known to be excellent for water vapor emission in the atmo-
sphere (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020a). Hartmann et al. (2021) showed the cooling-
to-space approximation in the following form, in which the result of Chou et al. (1993)
that the mass absorption coefficient for water vapor scales approximately linearly with
pressure has been used.

dT

dt

∣∣∣
λ

= −
{

0.622 π

cp p0 µ̄
RH es(T ) kλ0 Bλ(T )

}
e

−τλ
µ̄ . (8)

Here µ̄ = 1.66−1 is the average over a hemisphere of µ = cos θ, kλ0 is the mass ab-
sorption coefficient at the reference pressure p0, RH represents relative humidity and es(T )
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Figure 8. Vapor pressure path above 850hPa normalized by its global mean value for case

C289. Values for the upward, downward and global mean values are shown.

is the saturation vapor pressure at temperature T . τλ is the optical depth from the given
pressure to the top of the atmosphere for the wavelength λ. The part in brackets rep-
resents an emission term that depends only on temperature and relative humidity, and
the exponential term represents the transmissivity of this emission to space. Using the
hydrostatic equation, the optical depth can be written,

τλ =

∫ ∞
z

kλ ρH2O dz =
kλ0 0.622

g p0

∫ p

0

RH es(T ) dp. (9)

The optical depth and the transmissivity thus depend on the mass-integrated vapor pres-
sure, or the vapor pressure path,

V PP =

∫ p

0

RH es(T ) dp. (10)

The cooling rate for a particular wavelength of radiation, λ, peaks where the scaled op-
tical depth is one τλ/µ̄ ≈ 1.0. Using this constraint to solve for kλ0, and substituting that
result into (8), we obtain,

dT

dt

∣∣∣
λ
≈ −

{
e−1 π g

cp
RH es(T ) Bλ(T )

}
V PP−1. (11)

The peak cooling rate for an emission line is thus given by a term that depends only on509

the temperature and relative humidity at the level of emission divided by the vapor pres-510

sure path above that level (V PP ). The cooling of the atmosphere by water vapor is pro-511

vided by a spectrum of emission lines that pass through optical depth one at different512

levels of the atmosphere (Harries, 1997; Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020b). At low pres-513

sures the cooling rate can increase because V PP becomes small (Hartmann et al., 2021),514

but if V PP becomes very large this can weaken the cooling rate because the emission515

cannot escape the atmosphere. At high temperatures, where the moist adiabatic lapse516

rate is small and the vapor pressure is high, the increase in V PP can suppress the ra-517

diative cooling of the lower atmosphere, leading to radiative decoupling and eventually518

a runaway greenhouse effect (Leconte et al., 2013).519

With these ideas in mind we plot scaled V PP for the atmosphere above 850 hPa520

as a function of SST in Figure 8. We choose 850hPa because at this level the air tem-521

perature is very similar in the upward and downward regions, so that the emission term522
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Figure 9. Clear-sky longwave heating rates for a selection of cases as functions of pressure for

a) downward and b) upward regions.

in (11) should be similar, apart from small difference in relative humidity at the top of523

the boundary layer. This implies that the cooling rate contrast would mostly be controlled524

by the contrast in V PP . Since the air temperature above 850 hPa is similar in the up-525

ward and downward regions, the existence of a contrast in V PP is mostly related to rel-526

ative humidity. If the relative humidity contrast is fixed, the magnitude of the V PP con-527

trast increases with temperature through the Clausius-Clapeyron dependence of satu-528

ration vapor pressure.529

For SST less than 298K, V PP s in the upward and downward regions are similar,530

so that we expect the contrast in clear-sky cooling rate and greenhouse effect to be small.531

Above 298K the contrast in V PP between upward and downward regions increases. This532

increasing contrast of V PP between upward and downward regions increases the GHE533

contrast between the two regions, which drives a bigger difference in the SST between534

the two regions. At some point, however, the absolute value of V PP becomes large enough535

that cooling of the surface and lower troposphere is inhibited, which accelerates the growth536

in the GHE. This occurs first in the region of upward motion, where the RH and V PP537

are higher, but around 309K V PP in the downward region becomes large enough to in-538

hibit cooling rates and thence the OLR. This simultaneously makes the model more sen-539

sitive and reduces the SST difference between the upward and downward regions.540

To see these effects in the simulations we consider the clear-sky longwave radiative541

heating rates in the upward and downward regions for a selection of cases (Figure 9). These542

are plotted as a function of pressure so that FA is the proportional to the area between543

the cooling rate line and zero. In general, the contribution of atmospheric emission to544

cooling (FA) increases with warmer SST because the cooling rate increases and moves545

upward to encompass more atmospheric mass. At very high temperatures, however, the546

atmospheric cooling of the lower atmosphere decreases because the large V PP prevents547

the lower troposphere from cooling efficiently. This decrease in lower tropospheric cool-548

ing is most evident in the upward region (Figure 9b), but at the warmest temperatures549

the cooling rate in the subsiding region also declines near the surface as the SST is in-550

creased. For the warmest cases the longwave cooling rate in the lower troposphere de-551

creases and most of the cooling comes from the upper troposphere. The atmospheric col-552

umn approaches a decoupled state that would lead to a runaway greenhouse effect if the553

whole troposphere was as moist as the upward region (Renno, Emanuel, & Stone, 1994;554

Renno, Stone, & Emanuel, 1994; Leconte et al., 2013).555
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We thus conclude that the fundamental reason for the apparent regime changes at556

298K and 309K can be understood through the dependence of the lower tropospheric557

cooling rate on vapor pressure path. At temperatures colder than 298K the difference558

in the VPP between regions of upward and downward motion is too small to produce559

a significant GHE contrast. Between 298K and 309K the contrast in V PP and cooling560

rate grows with mean SST, but beyond 309K V PP becomes large enough that the cool-561

ing in the subsiding region becomes inefficient, at which point the SST contrast declines562

while the sensitivity of the model climate increases.563

7 Properties in SST-Area Coordinates564

As suggested by Figure 2, SST is a useful coordinate to organize an analysis of these565

simulations. We divide the SST into 0.25K intervals and then compute the area-averaged566

atmospheric structure for those SST bins. Each monthly grid cell from 40 years of sim-567

ulation is identified by its SST, and variables of interest such as vertical velocity, rela-568

tive humidity, etc, are averaged for each SST bin, where the area of the grid cell is taken569

into account to produce an SST composite. Each SST bin also has a value that deter-570

mines what fraction of the total area of the globe falls within the SST bin, fA(SST ), which571

was shown in Figure 2b for case C302. The cumulative area fraction is computed by in-572

tegrating this pdf of area fraction across SST.573

FA(SST ) =

∫ SST

0

fA(SST ) dSST (12)

A streamfunction can be computed by integrating the omega vertical velocity in574

Pa/s through area,575

Ψ(FA, p) =
AE
g

∫ FA

0

ω(p) dF ′A (13)

Here AE is the surface area of Earth, g is the acceleration of gravity and Ψ(FA, p)
has units of kg/s. The horizontal area velocity in m2s−1 flowing toward the region of warm
SST is then computed from,

V = −g dΨ

dp
(14)

and the pressure velocity can be obtained from

ω =
g

AE

dΨ

dFA
(15)

We can then plot vertical profiles of atmospheric variables in the same coordinate576

system of area fraction ordered by SST (Figure 10). Air temperatures are shown as anoma-577

lies from the global average at each pressure level to reveal the near constancy of air tem-578

perature above the boundary layer and the strong variations of air temperature within579

the boundary layer. This is because, without rotation, gravity waves quickly adjust the580

atmospheric temperature to be nearly equal everywhere, except over the cold region where581

an inversion is present and some vertical compensation by warmer air aloft is necessary582

to keep the surface pressure gradients small.583

The relative humidity (Figure 10b), on the other hand, shows a great deal of vari-584

ation across SST from less than 10% in the middle troposphere above the cooler SST to585

much higher values over warmer SST and near the surface and tropopause. The relative586

humidity is related to the vertical velocity, which is upward over the warmer SST and587

downward over the cooler SST (Figure 10c). Note that the strength of the mass circu-588

lation is about an order of magnitude bigger than the zonal Hadley Cell, since the Hadley589
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Figure 10. a) Air temperature anomaly (c.i. 1K), b) Relative humidity (c.i. 10%), c) Stream-

function (c.i. 1.0x1011kgs−1) and d) Cloud Fraction (c.i. 10%) as functions of air pressure in

hPa, plotted as functions of cumulative area fraction, FA from coldest to warmest SST for case

C302.
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Figure 11. As in Figure 10 except a) Radiative Cooling Rate, b) Total Convective heating

rate, c) Heating by Vertical Diffusion and d) Total net diabatic heating. (c.i. 1.0 Kday−1).

Cell only incorporates the meridional mass circulation, and considerable circulation in590

the tropics is east-west. The circulation has two distinct maxima, one in the lower tro-591

posphere and one in the upper, with two corresponding maxima in vertical velocity over592

the cooler water. It is this double-cell forcing that gives the observed vertical velocity593

its almost square structure seen in Figure 1. Cloudiness shows large coverage by high594

ice clouds above the warmer SST, and boundary layer clouds in the region of coolest SST595

(Figure 10d).596

The streamfunction can be better understood by considering the diabatic heating597

processes that drive it. Figure 11 shows the diabatic heating values associated with ra-598

diation, convection and vertical diffusion. The shallow circulation cell is driven by ra-599

diative cooling associated with the relative humidity gradient at and above the bound-600

ary layer top in the subsiding region, augmented by radiative cooling off the low cloud601

tops. The radiative cooling associated with the relative humidity gradient in the lower602

troposphere of the subsiding region serves to deepen the shallow circulation beyond what603

it would be from boundary layer processes alone. The deep circulation cell is driven by604

the deep radiative cooling and the compensating convective heating in the rising region.605

Nigam (1997) showed that radiative cooling from stratocumulus tops could drive606

important shallow circulations. Zhang et al. (2004) gave evidence for the existence of such607

shallow circulations from reanalysis products. Nolan et al. (2007) suggested that these608

circulations were analogous to sea breezes driven by SST gradients. Nishant et al. (2016)609

used regional simulations to argue that radiative driving was a more consistent expla-610
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Figure 12. Streamfunction as in Figure 10 for cases a) C289, b) C302, c) C309 and d) C313.

Units are kgs−1 and contour interval is 1x1011kgs−1.

nation for the existence of these shallow circulations. Schulz & Stevens (2018) used com-611

positing in moisture space to show that moisture gradients lead to radiative heating anoma-612

lies that drive shallow circulations. Convective heating profiles estimated from active re-613

mote sensing indicate seasons and locations where the tropical convective heating pro-614

file has two maxima in the vertical (Huaman & Takahashi, 2016; Huaman & Schumacher,615

2018), as indicated for AM2.1 in Figure 11b . Our model results support the idea that616

radiative cooling in the subsiding region drives a shallow circulation in the tropics. In617

addition, we show the important role of radiative cooling from the relative humidity gra-618

dient above the boundary layer in deepening that shallow circulation, so that it is not619

only the moist boundary layer and the clouds within it that are important.620

The change in the structure of the streamfunction with mean SST is shown in Fig-621

ure 12. At relatively low temperatures such as C289 the circulation consists of a single622

strong overturning cell with a center in the mid-troposphere. As the SST increases, dual623

cells form as the boundary layer and the upper cooling cells separate (C302). This tran-624

sition may be an example of the onset of instability of single cell circulations theorized625

by Emanuel et al. (2014). The longwave opacity of the boundary layer in the subsiding626

region may be below the threshold when the first internal mode circulation becomes un-627

stable. Another possibility is that the cooling in the upper troposphere is too close to628

the top of the lower cell to result in two distinct circulations. C289 has a small dry and629

subsiding region with a strong radiative cooling rate at the top of the boundary layer630

near 800hPa, but the convective heating rate in the warm area peaks only slightly above631

that at 600hPa (not shown). With further warming the upper cell moves to lower pres-632
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sure, keeping the temperature of the upper cell nearly constant, while the lower cell re-633

mains attached to the surface. Both cells increase in strength as the mean SST is increased634

from 302K to 309K, but beyond 309K the circulations weaken, especially in the upper635

troposphere. The general consensus is that overturning rates should decrease in a warmed636

climate because the dry static stability increases, so that the radiative cooling can be637

balanced by a weaker subsidence rate (Knutson & Manabe, 1995; Held & Soden, 2006).638

In the present simulations the radiative cooling rate increases in magnitude with warm-639

ing, the subsiding fraction increases slightly and the upward velocity in the region of ris-640

ing motion increases, so that the mass circulation speeds up with warming, despite the641

fact that the mean downward vertical velocity in the subsiding region decreases a little642

with warming. The increasing difference of SST between the rising and subsiding region643

likely also contributes to the increased mass circulation. Among other effects, increased644

SST contrast in the tropics results in the atmosphere warming faster than the mean SST,645

which accelerates atmospheric radiative cooling. This enhanced cooling offsets part of646

the effect of increasing stability on mean subsidence rates.647

8 Low Cloud Response648

We next turn to the very modest changes in cloud reflectivity in the region of sub-649

siding motion. Figure 13 shows that the cloud fraction stays about constant, and liquid650

water content increases only slightly in the boundary layer of the subsiding region be-651

tween C302 and C309, but then declines for the warmest cases C313 and C319. The cloud652

fraction is approximately constant, until it decreases for SST greater than 309K. The low653

clouds thus thicken slightly between 302K and 309K mean SST, and this would increase654

the reflectivity of the low clouds. The effect of this increased cloud albedo is offset by655

the increased absorption of solar radiation in the atmosphere by water vapor as the SST656

and specific humidity increase. The insolation is also increasing, but the effect of this657

is minor compared to the large increases in water vapor abundance with temperature.658

As the climate is warmed in these simulations, the large-scale variables that we ex-659

pect to control low cloud abundance in the subsiding region also change. The lower tro-660

pospheric stability and the estimated inversion strength increase with the mean SST. The661

surface wind speed in the subsiding region is roughly proportional to the SST contrast,662

which decreases with global mean for SST values below 298K, then increases with global663

mean SST between 298K and 309K, and decreases again for SST greater than 309K. The664

wind speed at the reference level for the boundary layer averaged over the subsiding re-665

gion varies by a factor of two between the minimum and maximum SST contrast from666

3 ms−1 at minimum SST constrast to 6 ms−1 at maximum SST contrast. Relative hu-667

midity at the reference level increases with wind speed, which reduces the response of668

evaporation to wind speed.669

One would expect the dynamical effect of the increased inversion strength to in-670

crease the low cloud fraction and albedo in the subsiding region (Klein & Hartmann, 1993;671

Wood & Bretherton, 2006; Bretherton, 2015)). As the climate warms, however, the ver-672

tical gradient of specific humidity in the lower troposphere increases very rapidly with673

SST. This would be expected to decrease the cloud amount through a thermodynamic674

mechanism discussed by Bretherton & Blossey (2014) that is related to the increased ver-675

tical gradient of moisture in warmed climates (Brient & Bony, 2013), and is believed to676

play an important role in explaining the wide variations in low cloud feedbacks in cli-677

mate models (Sherwood et al., 2014). One would also expect increased surface wind speed678

to increase mixing in the boundary layer and influence low cloud coverage. Parsing the679

low cloud responses into contributions from inversion strength, SST and large-scale cir-680

culation and thereby explaining why the cloud albedo remains approximately constant681

in the subsiding region across a wide range of SST values in our simulations is beyond682

the scope of the present paper. Other models show a much stronger role for low cloud683

feedbacks in RCE simulations with slab oceans than we see in our simulations (Coppin684
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Figure 13. a) Cloud liquid water content (LWC) and b) cloud fraction below 700hPa in the

region of subsiding velocity.

& Bony, 2018; Drotos et al., 2020). Simulation of low clouds remains a fundamental un-685

certainty in climate modeling.686

9 Conclusion687

We have investigated the processes that determine the mean sea surface temper-688

ature contrast in a climate model run in Tropical World mode with no rotation, uniform689

insolation and a slab ocean model. The mean SST difference between regions of rising690

and subsiding velocity at first decreases as the mean temperature increases above 289K,691

then increases above 298K, then decreases again for mean SST above 309K. These tran-692

sitions between decreasing and increasing SST contrast are explained by the differences693

in the magnitude of the changes in the greenhouse effect and the shortwave cloud forc-694

ing in the upward and downward regions. Shortwave contrast increases with tempera-695

ture, always acting to reduce the SST contrast, and more strongly as the climate warms.696

The greenhouse effect on SST contrast at first decreases more slowly, then more rapidly,697

then more slowly again than the shortwave cloud effect as the climate warms. These changes698

in the balance of feedbacks on SST contrast result in transitions in the sensivity of the699

climate from high to low to high as the climate warms.700

The transitions in the strength of the greenhouse effect on SST contrast are explained701

in terms of the water vapor pressure path above the boundary layer. At low vapor pres-702

sure paths the contrast between the upward and downward regions is small so that the703

contrast in greenhouse effect is small. Above about 298K the contrast in vapor pressure704

path becomes large enough to foster a stronger greenhouse effect contrast between the705

upward and downward regions so that the SST contrast increases with warming. At warm706

enough temperatures the subsiding region achieves a stronger greenhouse effect feedback707

associated with a larger vapor pressure path, while the warm region begins to experi-708

ence vapor pressure paths sufficient to lead to a runaway greenhouse effect. At these high709

temperatures the greenhouse effect contrast and SST contrast decline.710

Within the SST regime where the SST contrast is increasing with global mean SST711

the climate is relatively insensitive, whereas outside this regime the climate is about four712

times more sensitive. This low sensitivity regime is associated with a very weak green-713

house effect feedback in the subsiding region. The SST in the subsiding region increases714

more slowly than the atmospheric temperature, and most of the OLR comes from the715

atmosphere at tropical temperatures, so that the OLR increases very rapidly with SST716

in the subsiding region.717
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The strength of the mass overturning circulation between the warm and the cold718

SST regions is a single cell at low temperatures ( 289K), but is split into a lower cell and719

an upper cell at warmer temperatures. The lower cell is associated with radiative cool-720

ing from the humidity decline at and above the boundary layer in the subsiding region721

where the mid-troposphere relative humidity is low. This cell remains at a fixed pres-722

sure as the climate warms. The upper cell is associated with radiative cooling near the723

top of the layer of rapid radiative cooling. It moves upward to lower pressures so as to724

maintain a relatively constant air temperature as the SST is warmed. The strengths of725

both circulation cells increase with warming up to a mean SST of 309K, despite the in-726

creasing dry static stability associated with the moist adiabatic lapse rate. This is pos-727

sible because the area of subsiding motion increases and the radiative cooling rate in-728

creases as the SST is warmed.729

In the particular model used here the global mean albedo does not change much730

across a wide range of SST. The albedo decreases slightly with mean SST in the sub-731

siding region where low clouds are present and increases steadily in the region of upward732

motion and deep convection. The low-cloud albedo in the subsiding region does not change733

much with SST. One could speculate that this is because increased lower tropospheric734

stability with warming, which should increase low cloud albedo, is offset by thermody-735

namic processes, which provide more drying of the boundary layer by entrainment of air736

from above as the SST is increased. The structure and strength of the circulation also737

change with SST, and in particular the average surface wind speed in the subsiding re-738

gion increases with the SST contrast. It is therefore challenging to separate the thermo-739

dynamic and dynamic influences on low cloud albedo in these experiments.740

The basic mechanisms of increasing greenhouse effect and shortwave cloud radia-741

tive effect contrast between regions of upward and downward motion seem to be robust742

and intuitive. The exact balance between these two effects is likely to be sensitive to the743

parameterizations that determine the water content, ice content and fractional coverage744

of clouds. The increase in cloud ice and high cloud reflectivity in the model, although745

consistent with the elevated radiative cooling profile, are very sensitive to the param-746

eterizations used to relate convective heating to net ice production. The relationship of747

radiative cooling rate to cloud ice amount is probably best undertaken with a model in748

which deep convection is explicitly resolved and coupled to realistic cloud microphysics.749

Attempts to do this show interesting interactions between cooling rate, pressure and lapse750

rate (Sokol & Hartmann, 2021).751

The low clouds in the model are parameterized and low cloud response to warm-752

ing is known to be a major cause of uncertainty in global warming simulations. The low753

clouds in our simulations respond only modestly to global warming. It is possible that754

in another model the low clouds could respond strongly to warming and be a more im-755

portant driver of changed SST contrast. Finally, of course, rotation, realistic continen-756

tal geography, and ocean heat transports would likely greatly modify the responses seen757

in TW simulations, and may alter the relative importance of water vapor, cloud and cir-758

culation feedbacks on climate change.759
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